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Customer insight-led design 
to enhance independence, 
safety and flexibility. 

Personal care is highly private activity and is an 

important part of a person’s life and wellbeing. 

The Aquatec Ocean Ergo Family of shower chair 

commodes have been designed with user comfort, 

independence and dignity in mind. Based on the well-

established Aquatec Ocean range, the Ocean Ergo 

family comes packed with a range of new features, 

designed to make personal care activities easier for 

both the user and carer. 

Safety, independence and dignity 

A newly contoured seat surface has been developed 

to encourage a more upright and stable seating 

position, promoting user independence and overall 

comfort. Enhanced stability at the front of the base 

allows for a smaller footprint and offers users added 

safety and reassurance when seated in the chair. 

Furthermore, the optimised wheelbase makes it 

even easier for a carer to manoeuvre the chair in 

small spaces as well as allowing for a better fit over 

standard toilets for independent toileting. 

Modular and flexible design 
The modular design of the Ocean Ergo family means 

that the chairs can be adapted to suit a wide range 

of user needs by making some simple adjustments, 

or by adding some of our easy to fit, off-the-shelf 

accessories.

   Stable, stainless steel frame

   Machine washable, tension adjustable back with quick-release buckles

  Easy disassembly for transportation and storage

OTHER features include: 
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Greater 
adaptability  

    With an increased height 

adjustment range on the 

footrests and armrests

Innovative 
ergonomic seat  

   Insight-led design 

encourages a more 

upright seating 

position for enhanced 

independence and 

comfort 

Extremely 
stable  

   Enhanced stability 

at the front for 

additional safety 

and reassurance 

Compact and 
easy to handle 

   Optimised wheel  

base makes it easy  

to manoeuvre in  

small spaces 

 FEATURES NEW



Ocean Ergo VIP and Ocean Ergo Dual VIP

   Both have a -5-40° seat tilt angle with a smart weight shift mechanism 

that ensures optimal stability on a small footprint, whilst the Ocean 

Dual VIP has an additional backrest recline of 5°-35°

Tilt in space models:

Available with a extensive range of positioning, safety, toileting and seating accessories 
that can be used to support a wide range of conditions and postural needs. 

See full range of accessories online at www.invacare.eu.com

Positioning Safety Toileting Seating and Backrests

Highly Configurable 

   Based on the imprints people leave behind when seated

   A 5° seat tilt lifts the knees into a natural squat position for toileting

   Transfer supports at the front to allow the user to position themselves into a 

comfortable position

NEW Contoured, ergonomic seat plate



Designed for 
individuals 

who require 
slightly more 

assistance 
with postural 
control when 

seated 

An entry level 
attendant 
propelled 

model 

Designed for 
individuals 

with complex 
seating and 
positioning 

needs 

An entry level 
self-propelling 

model

An entry level 
plus-size 
attendant 
propelled 

model, with 
a maximum 
user weight 

of 180 kg

An entry level, 
plus-size 

model with 
a maximum 
user weight 

of 180 kg

Ocean 24” 
Ergo XL   

Ocean  
VIP Ergo   

Ocean Dual 
VIP Ergo   

Ocean 
Ergo XL   

Ocean 
Ergo   

Ocean 24” 
Ergo   

Introducing the  
Ocean Ergo Family

From a standard transit model, through to tilt and recline,  
meet the flexible range of shower chairs that offer personal 
care solutions for a wide range of physical conditions.

Ocean 
Ergo Family
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Technical data 

For more comprehensive pre-sales information about this product, including the product’s user 

manual, please see http://www.invacare-eu-export.com.

Seat width Seat depth Total width Total depth Width between 
armrests  

Ocean Ergo 480 mm 480 mm 565 mm 905 mm 455 mm

Ocean Ergo XL 480 mm 480 mm 645 mm 905 mm 535 mm

Ocean 24” Ergo 480 mm 480 mm 670 mm 1050 mm 455 mm

Ocean 24” Ergo XL 480 mm 480 mm 670 mm 1050 mm 535 mm

Ocean VIP Ergo 480 mm 480 mm 565 mm 1000 mm 455 mm

Ocean Dual VIP Ergo 480 mm 480 mm 565 mm 1000 mm 455 mm

Tilt angle seat Tilt angle back Weight Load capacity 

Ocean Ergo - - 17 kg 150 kg

Ocean Ergo XL - - 18 kg 180 kg

Ocean 24” Ergo - - 23 kg 150 kg

Ocean 24” Ergo XL - - 24 kg 180 kg

Ocean VIP Ergo -5° - 40° - 23.5 kg 150 kg

Ocean Dual VIP Ergo -5° - 40° 5°- 35° 28.3 kg 150 kg

Frame colour Regulatory data 

White
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